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As American workers watched their 401(k) and other investment earnings drop in the 
past year like a presidential (or congressional) approval rating, some may have gotten 
the urge to cut their losses and frantically move money around – or just shove it all 
under the mattress.

 Financial advisors, however, are advocating that their clients stay calm.
 “We’re telling our clients to stay the course,” says George Farra, principal at Woodley Farra 
Manion Portfolio Management. “There’s that old adage: buy low, sell high, and try to take 
advantage. But you can’t really time the market, and if you try it could cost you.”
 The intensity of the initial crisis, however, should not be overlooked, according to Farra, 
who admits it surprised many in the financial industry.
 “This bear market has been widespread,” he surmises. “Prices are now 40% of where they 
were a year ago. This happened very quickly, but most are viewing it as temporary.”
 But Farra explains a manic sale of one’s entire stock holding could result in manic 
depression for the seller.
 “I did hear how some people sold all of their stocks (when the crisis became intense),” he 
says. “That’s usually a mistake, and it occurs at the bottom of the cycle. You absorb all of the 
punishment without the benefits. We tell our clients not to engage in that type of behavior.”
 Elaine Bedel, president of Bedel Financial Consulting, says the anxiety is understandable 
because “it’s difficult to see your nest egg decrease in value.”
 “We all believe the market will come back, but it’s uncomfortable and people feel helpless,” 
she says. “Regarding 401(k)s, some are putting more into the equity side now and are scared of 
that, but putting in at the low point is a good thing.”
 She does explain, however, that market fluctuations can be far too volatile for some – at 
which point it’s time to rethink priorities.
 “People learn a lot about themselves during times like this,” Bedel surmises. “But when 
people can’t sleep at night because of the market, we’ve got to get them out.”
 Bedel adds that as a matter of practice, one should be wary of suddenly pulling out of the 
market during a downturn.
 “If you miss a couple of days of uptick, you might miss a majority of the return,” she says.

Retirement
 When asked if the crisis has delayed or destroyed retirement dreams for any of her clients, 

Bedel says it hasn’t because once clients get close to retirement age they 
invest much more conservatively and minimize the impact of stock 
market fluctuations.
 She does contend, though, that an unstable market emphasizes the 
need for sound financial planning.
 “People who don’t do planning are at a disadvantage because they 
haven’t planned for contingencies,” Bedel offers. “Even if it’s not by a 
professional, people can personally do their planning – but having an 
emergency fund set aside is key.”
 She says investors of all ages and portfolio types have been impacted 
by the current crisis due to its ubiquitous nature.
 “It’s impacting everyone if you’re an investor,” Bedel asserts. “We can 
have a client diversified (and that normally lessens the impact), but this 
time everything went down.”
 Both Bedel and Farra explain Indiana didn’t have the housing upheaval that 
took place in other parts of the country, but is bearing some of the burden.
 “The initial cause of this was the bursting of the housing bubble, but 
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there really was no bubble in Indiana,” Farra clarifies. “Our housing 
market never really skyrocketed like in Florida or California, 
but it’s still difficult to get reasonable financing now so Indiana 
and other parts of the country are suffering the consequences. 
In a way, we’re all paying prices for excess we saw in other 
parts of the country.”
 Bedel adds that the downturn in the auto industry will 
also play a key role in Indiana and the Midwest due to the 
state’s still heavy reliance on that sector.

Toll on benefits
 The financial situation is impacting businesses as well as 
individuals. Jess Stump, area executive vice president for Gallagher 
Benefit Services, works with companies to develop benefit plans 
for employees. He says the impact is wide-ranging, but current 
trials have companies focused on three key challenges.
 “They’re looking at health insurance rates, 401(k) balances 
and also seeing how they can give employees raises,” Stump 
explains. “It can be difficult to juggle.”
 He notes that contrary to what some may perceive of the 
business community, most companies are benevolent when it 
comes to taking care of their employees.
 “I’ve found that most of my clients have a compassionate 
viewpoint,” he states. “Instead of just raising deductibles or 
stopping their 401(k) matching programs, they don’t want to 
just give somebody a raise and then take it away by adding 

costs in the insurance plan.”
 Stump says he has seen some employers consider stopping 
their 401(k) matching efforts, but “that is the exception rather 
than the rule,” and some companies are moving to employee-
paid or voluntary health plans as an alternative to elimination.
 He does note that the current crisis has been a boon to 
wellness – or more specifically, wellness plans. He contends 
that employers are finding these programs to be well worth the 
costs and effort.
 “Without question, the most talked about thing right now 
is wellness plans,” Stump says. “Employers want to get their 
people healthy and are willing to spend the money to do that. 
There’s been a rapid growth in these plans the past two to 
three years, and I’d say it’s as rapid as the adoption of 
401(k)s when they first came out. Light bulbs are going off 
because they’re seeing the return on investment, and it makes 
total sense.”
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Resources: George Farra, Woodley Farra Manion Portfolio 
Management, at www.woodleyfarra.com

Elaine Bedel, Bedel Financial Consulting, at  
www.bedelfinancial.com 

Jess Stump, Gallagher Benefit Services, at  
www.gallagherbenefits.com
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